How to Develop a Can-do Personality

Some people handle tough jobs without breaking a sweat. Others seem to give up before they even get going.

What’s the difference between a can-do and a won’t-try person? "It's usually a matter of bravery," says Paul Hauck, Ph.D., a psychologist in Rock Island, Ill. "Can-do people aren't any smarter than anyone else. They have learned not to let fear carry them away from success." The most common roadblock is fear of failure, which is closely tied to two other big fears: losing respect and approval and losing self-esteem.

Fear of failure takes away one of your most valuable learning tools -- mistakes. "The only way you ever become good at something is by learning where the pitfalls are and how to avoid them," says Dr. Hauck. "If you never try, you’ll still be bumbling around long after you should have moved on to other things." To break the cycle, "choose to become fearless," he advises.

Recognize fear

Becoming fearless isn’t easy. But you can start by recognizing how fear is holding you back from what you want to do by asking these questions:

- Could I accomplish a lot more than I'm doing?
- Have I ever passed up an opportunity because I thought I couldn't handle it?
- Do I look for the safest way to do things instead of taking risks?
- Do I often wish I had another chance to do things better?
- If you answered "yes" to any of these questions, fear could be keeping you from reaching your goals and living a happier life.
Take control

Ironically, the best way to take control of fear is to let go of it. Here are some strategies for loosening fear's grip on you and your performance:

- **Focus on the task, not yourself.** It's easy to become so emotionally invested in something that you start to judge yourself by its success or failure. That's distracting and could keep you from trying at all.
- **Forget what other people think.** Instead of worrying about what might win approval, consider what it will take to make the task or project a success. Then, when you do a great job, everyone will recognize it, including you.
- **Sharpen your skills.** Nothing builds confidence and eliminates fear like capability. Get ahead by learning the skills you expect to need for future projects. When a task is assigned, take stock of what you know already, what you still need to know and where you can go for backup.
- **Do it.** "It's far easier to face a difficult task than to avoid it," says Dr. Hauck. Keep your expectations realistic; don't try to achieve perfection on your first try. Enjoy the ride. Maybe you won't succeed in everything you do, but that shouldn't keep you from trying.

---

**Setting Personal Financial Goals**

If you do not know where you are going, how will you know when you get there? This is very true about financial goals. You need to set financial goals to help you make wise financial decisions, and also as a reward for your efforts. Goals should be clear, concise, detailed, and written down. Unwritten goals are just wishes. Those who set goals and fail will find that they didn't set realistic goals to begin with. So, the first step in setting any goal is to determine what is realistic and what is not. In this article, you will learn how to set realistic and achievable financial goals.

You achieve your financial goals when you have the cash or assets available to satisfy some immediate financial need, want, or desire. The key is to be prepared to have the required cash or assets when the time comes to achieve the goal. For example, suppose you want to buy a brand-new car costing $30,000 using cash five years from today. In five years and one day, you will know whether you achieved that goal. If you have the $30,000 five years from today, you might achieve your goal. That is all pretty definite, but is it realistic?

You will have more than one financial goal to achieve. Besides the new car, you might be considering buying a home, funding higher education, paying for a wedding, taking a vacation, or accumulating retirement nest savings. Each financial goal has its own price and time horizon—when you need the money.
In order to achieve all your goals, you will need a plan. Starting from assets you already have available, you will need to determine how much more you need to accumulate and when you will need it. Don't neglect to consider that the price of your goal items might actually increase as well. Depending upon how you invest your savings over time, you might receive interest, dividends, or capital gains to help you along—you should consider this as well. Do you have the means to make additional investments necessary to accumulate the required assets? Don't neglect to consider the effects of taxes on your savings. After considering the foregoing, you might determine that you can achieve some goals in less time. Or you might find that it could take longer. The time horizon is important to setting realistic goals.

Consider how important it is to achieve your goals on time. Some goals are so important that not achieving them would be not only disappointing but also disastrous. When a goal must be achieved by a specific date, you must plan conservatively, save more money, and take less investment risk to ensure against loss. However, if the timing isn't as important or if you have discretionary assets and can take some investment risk, you might be able to invest more aggressively. Let's say you needed to save an additional $15,000 in five years to buy the car mentioned above. After five years, you only manage to accumulate $27,000—you're $3,000 short of your goal. So, it will take you longer to buy the car. Had you invested more aggressively, you might have made the goal, but you might also be worse off. In this case, let your risk tolerance help you determine your time horizon.

Goals should be grouped as short-term (three years or fewer), intermediate-term (three to seven years), and long-term (more than seven years). Generally, the longer the time horizon to achieving a goal, the more aggressive you can be in your investment approach. However, you should never exceed your risk comfort level—the amount of risk you can take without abandoning your goal. This is your risk tolerance. If you approach setting financial goals in this way, you will make better financial decisions about setting goals and ways to invest to achieve them.

You should always monitor your goals to be sure they are on track. Set up a way to measure your progress. If you see that you are lagging behind, you may need to make an adjustment in the amount or way you are investing. If you are way ahead, you may want to be more conservative, shorten your time horizon, or add a new goal.
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Working Out a Workout at Work

Move, stretch, take breaks – does that sound like a workout? Does it sound like work? The office may seem like an odd place to work out, but you spend most of your day there. Exercise can keep you healthy, make you more productive and head off workplace injuries. Even short bursts of movement count.
"I almost don't use the word 'exercise' anymore because so many people throw up mental road blocks that keep them from getting there," says Gale Begeman, a University of Arizona strength and conditioning coach. "I call it body movement or physical activity, and then people start to think it's more attainable.

**Keep on moving**—At work, your best fitness option is brisk walking that raises your heart rate. A 30-minute walk can be part of a lunch hour, but there are other ways to add steps:

- To and from work: Walk to work, or walk to the car, train or bus. Biking is also an option.
- During work: Take the stairs. Don't phone -- walk to a coworker's office and talk face-to-face. Use a fax machine or copier at the far end of the office or on a different floor.
- At lunch: If you can't exercise, at least you can walk to your favorite eating spot.

**Cubicle calisthenics**—Depending how comfortable you are around your coworkers, you can do simple strength training exercises at your desk:

- Do a basic crunch in your chair. Pull your belly button in and up; pull your chest down.
- Grasp your chair's armrest and lift yourself up, using your arms to work the triceps.
- Do pushups without using the floor. Place your hands on the edge of your desk and your body at a 45-degree angle to the ground.
- Work your thighs by squatting as if you were about to sit in your chair and standing before you touch the seat. Keep your back straight.
- At the copier, lift one foot and then the other behind you to work your hamstrings. Standing on your tiptoes engages the calves.

**Don't be desk-bound**—It's not natural to sit at a desk for hours at a time. Add poor posture -- shoulders rolled forward, neck muscles pinched, arms at an awkward angle -- and it can be hazardous.

The leading work-related injuries, carpal tunnel syndrome and lower back and neck injuries, often result from working without a break and holding the body in poor positions.

"The human body was meant to be upright with the postural muscles [abdomen, back, shoulders and neck] holding us up," says Lisa Garrity, a San Diego trainer who specializes in corporate fitness programs.

Take breaks at least once an hour, even if just for a few minutes. Stand and stretch your arms over your head, or use the simple stretch detailed at right to loosen your chest and neck.

To correct your posture as you work, raise your body awareness, says Diana Fairechild, author of "Office Yoga: At-Your-Desk Exercises." "While you are working, you can continuously do self-corrections. Or if you are downloading something on your computer, take those 10 seconds to do an exercise. No one's boss is going to complain about a 10-second break."

**Why employers are helping**—Ms. Garrity says exercise breaks shouldn't be seen as distractions. "You will actually be more productive if you get away for a couple of minutes and get some oxygen to the brain."

Companies large and small are starting to agree. Investments in employee fitness range from subsidizing memberships at local health clubs to building full-sized fitness centers on site. "It reduces health care costs in the long run, and healthy employees are going to be more efficient on the job," says Richard Little, who manages corporate fitness sites for the Cooper Aerobics Center in Dallas.

**Stretch to fix poor posture**—In a car stopped at a light: Place the back of your head against the headrest. Pull your chin in toward your throat. Lower your shoulder blades and bring them together. Contract your abdominal muscles. This stretches your neck and upper back.

At your desk: Clasp your hands and place them behind your head. Lift your chin so it's parallel to the floor. Open your elbows like wings. This stretches your chest and shoulders.
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